
Scenanrio 2 game: North Flank: Lannes vs Bagration 

We played a game of this scene in the Ludus Belli Store past Saturday. I have to tell you that 

the two opponents were new to this kind of games and they had never played a Napoleonic. 

One of them is 16 years old. 

I explained them the rules to clarify any doubt that could appear during the game. 

We made only one exception to the sceneraio, the French player started with a second “Chit” 

(He was the 16 years old boy). 

Turn 1: Both players place their chits in their deployment zones:             

                                                   

The allied player advances and the French player does not move from his positions. 

Turn 2: both players roll the die that allow them to  put on the map 2 more “Chits” in that 

turn. The allied player moves all his units towards the Santon and the French player remains in 

their positions without moving.           

                      

 

 



Turn 3: the allied player awaits the arrival of units to support the Santon attack ... the French 

remains in their positions, while the units of their rear advance .... 

                                                             

Turn 4: The fog begins to dissipate, so the units can already be detected at 1 MU distance. The 

units on the corner of the French left flank are discovered. On the French side, the 2nd Brigade 

of Suchet that goes with Lannes and on the allied side the Dragoons of Voropaitzky, the ligth 

cavalry of Wittgenstein and a Russian artillery battery on horseback.                      

There is no preparation fire on the French side (the allied artillery can’t shoot either because 

the cavalries block the LOS). 

Movement Phase: Voropaitzky can charge against Suchet with the support of Wittgenstein, the 

rest of the allied units in attack distance go on the hidden french units, the units are 

discovered and the combats are marked. 

    

French defensive rifle fire: The 2nd Suchet brigade fires at Voropaitzky, who leads the charge, 

but can’t stop his attack, the artillery in the Santos fires Shrapnel against the Cossacks of 

Tchaplitz, causing them to lose a step and retreat stunned, in their retreat they collide with the 

infantry of Kamensky II, with that, both units disorganize. Cafarelli’s 1st Brigade fires at the 

Uvarov dragoons that lead the attack against them supported by Gladkov’s cosacks, but they 

can’t stop their atack. On the opossite, Cafarelli’s 2nd brigade opens fire on Weber’s 



cuirassiers, they were supported in the atack by the cuirassiers of Caramelli, they manage to 

disorganize the cuirassiers and made them to step back, paralyzing the atack of the russian 

heavy cavalry. 

                                         

Combat phase:  The cavalry is not able to push back the 1st Cafarelly Brigade and both sides 

continue locked fighting. The charge of the Dragoons of Voropaitzky and the ligth cavalry of 

Wittgenstein does push back the 2nd Brigade of Suchet with Lannes, who is stunned.   

                 

Ally turn, Reorganization Phase, the stunned marker is removed from the 2nd Suchet Brigade. 

Russian artillery Defensive Fire Phase: The artillery displayed on the Russian right flank fires 

against the 3rd Suchet Brigade, it manages to disorganize it and cause them to retreat. 



                                                 

French Fire Preparation Phase: Santon battery shoots again against the Cossacks of Tchaplitz 

causing them to disband, collide with kamensky II and dissolve as combat unit, Kamensky II 

disbands too and collides in his retreat against the 2nd Brigade of Engelhardt, remaining 

disorganized and Kamensky also dissolves as a combat unit. 

            

Movement Phase: The french units in “Chits” advance towards the front, the rest of units 

remain in their positions. 

                                                        



Turn 5: Allied Reorganization Phase: Engelhardt ChM with the moral of Bagration, which is 

associated with the unit, passes the checkup and is stunned, Weber ChM and takes double 6!!, 

is a catastrophic failure that cause the unit to retreat and flee to his rear. Galdkov sees the 

cuirassiers flee, ChM and also gets disbanded, the thing does not look good for the allies. 

                                                               

Defensive artillery fire Phase: Santon battery shoots against Engelhardt, but it does not 

manage to hurt him. 

Allied artillery fire preparation phase: The only artillery that can shoot is against the 3rd Suchet 

Brigade, but it does not impact. 

Movement Phase: The Voropaitzky dragoons attack the 3rd Suchet Brigade, Wittgenstein 

positions himself in Wellatitz to block Lannes and protect Voropaitzky’s flank. Engelhardt 

advances to bosenitz to seek protection. The batteries in the allied left flank are deployed and 

the Dolgoruki brigade is positioned behind them. 

    

French rifle Phase: The 2nd Suchet Brigade fires at Wittgenstein, but he’s well covered in the 

town and receives no damage. 

There is no allied rifle fire so let’s go to the combat: In the center, cavalries do not manage to 

push back the 1st Cafarelli Brigade and both sides continue to be locked together, but 

Voropaitzky attacks the disorganized 3rd Suchet and he makes them to retreat in disarray. The 

Suchet brigade dissolves as a combat unit. 



                                                 

French turn, Reorganization Phase: no there are disorganized units. 

Allied defensive artillery fire: The right flank allied artillery target the Nansounty cuirassiers, 

but they do not manage to cause damage to them, but in the allied left flank, the batteries 

form a group of artillery that discharges full shrapnel to the 2nd Cafarelli Brigade and make it 

run disorganized, in the scape, their crash against Kellerman’s light cavalry and here the 

disaster happens in the French side, Kellerman gets disorganized, but Cafarelli disbands and 

the units around him has to check. The 2nd of Walthier does not pass the ChM for 1 and is 

disorganized, Kelerman passes the ChM and does not run again, but the 2nd of Nansounty 

cuirassiers and the 1st Brigade of Walthier fail it by more than 1 point and disband also. The 

disbandment of the 1st of Walthier makes ChM Murat, who disbands too! And the disband of 

this one cause the 1 d’Erlon who was behind, gets disbanded too, a real disaster for the French 

player. 

              

French preparation fire phase: The Santon battery shoots at Engelhardt and cause it to regress 

disorganized. 

Movement Phase: In view of the disband of the French center, the units in rear do not move. 

French rifle Phase: The 2nd Suchet Brigade fires at Wittgenstein, but he’s well covered in the 

town and receives no damage. 

In the combat phase nothing happens, everyone keeps stuck. 

Turn 6: Allied reorganization: todas las unidades con un grado de desorganización ChM y lo 

pasan recuperando un grado…. Engelhardt para a estar aturdido y las caballerías en 

desbandada pasan a desorganizadas. All units with a degree of disorganization ChM and spend 



it recovering a grade. Engelhardt gets out of the stun and the disbanded cavalries go 

unorganized. 

                     

French defensive artillery fire phase: Santon baterry shoots but does not cause damage to 

Engelhardt. 

Allied artillery fire phase: las artillerías del ala derecha disparan al Santon, pero no hacen nada 

y las del ala izquierda a las unidades en el arroyo, pero tampoco consiguen hacer nada.The 

right flank artillery shoot the Santon, but they do nothing. The left flank shoot the units in the 

stream, but they can not do anything either. 

Movement Phase: Voropaitzky’s Dragoons turn to the Santon, Dolgoruki advances to take the 

1st Cafarelli Brigade from the flank in the attack of the cavalries and Bagration joins the unit, 

the combat between Uvarov and Lannes continues, the combat ends in a draw and the units 

are still locked.  

                                       

French turn, Reorganization phase: The Murat and d’Erlon units spend their ChM, but the rest 

do not. 

Artillery phase, neither defensive or offensive impact. 

Combat phase: Cafarelli Brigade is forced to retreat disorganized leaving its right flank exposed 

to the allied side. 



                                                  

Turn 7: Allied reorganization phase: All units pass their ChM. 

French defensive fire: Santon battery stun Engelhardt once again. 

Allied artillery does not fire. 

Movement phase: Voropaitzky’s cavalry, the Dolgoruki Brigade and the cavalry of the center 

attack the Santon in the rear and flank.  

Combat fase: The battery is destroyed and the allies get the position. 

         

Frech player without the possibility of doing anything, the french player surrenders. The game 

is for the allied player. 



                         


